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Updated Strategy 

By the end of 2013, Rostelecom`s Board of Directors had approved the Company’s renewed 
strategy to 2018. The strategy was proposed following the appointment of Mr Kalugin as CEO in 
March 2013, and the further enhancement of Rostelecom’s management team with highly 
successful professionals of vast experience in telecommunications, marketing and finance. 
 
A key component of the updated strategy was to split Company’s business into two parts - fixed 
operations and mobile segment, and develop each separately. 
 
In terms of the development of Rostelecom’s operations, the Company`s priority is currently its 
fixed operations. Management is sharpening its focus on its core fixed segment so as to 
reinforce Rostelecom’s leadership position in the fixed market, and capitalize on the largest 
backbone and last mile infrastructure in the marketplace and best in class expertise in Russia. 
 
It was determined that the Company’s mobile business should pursue a different strategy, 
namely enter into a joint venture (JV) partnership with a leading mobile player in the Russian 
market. The JV path that Rostelecom has selected for its cellular assets will maximize 
Rostelecom’s ability to realize value from its existing cellular assets. Tele2 Russia, who became 
the Company's partner in JV, is strategically the best fit for the Company as the two companies 
can benefit from coverage that is complementary. When Rostelecom`s attractive spectrum 
portfolio and Tele2`s proven track record in establishing strong competitive position in the 
market place are combined, thanks to Tele 2’s focus on cost management, the new JV will be a 
major force in the mobile segment. 

 

Fixed segment strategy 

The Company’s fixed segment strategy centers on : 

 Accelerating its expansion into a last mile fibre network to unlock value in the largest 
fixed-line network in Russia; 

 Strengthening competitive advantage in bandwidth to households and large consumers 
of data; 

 Bundling services to reduce churn rates – Triple play and other; 

 Building a leadership position in the Pay-TV market and invest in content; and 

 Focus on digital platforms and services – OTT, Saas and other. 

 
The strategic pillars for the Company`s sustainable growth and the factors which aim to develop 
a leading position on the marketplace centre around: network excellence, promoting a 
differentiated offering, providing best-in-class customer care all of which will be supported by 
an increase an increasing focus on operational efficiency. 
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Key strategic pillars of Rostelecom fixed-line business 

 

Rostelecom’s strategy leaves it well positioned to create incremental shareholder value for its 
investors. The Company aims to significantly increase FCF and deliver ROIC improvement due to 
a 3-4% increase in revenue growth, 2-3 p.p. of CAPEX/Sales ratio optimization and 1-2 p.p. hike 
in OIBDA margin over the next 5 years. 
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Focus on shareholder value 

 

Creation of a JV with Tele2 Russia 

The Company’s mobile strategy encompass the following elements: 

 The creation of a joint venture with Tele2 Russia (JV) - a national mobile operator to 
ensure 

o Sufficient scale to compete with existing mobile operators; 
o Effective and faster utilization of 3G/4G licenses coupled with substantial CAPEX 

savings and deleveraging; 

 Accelerated roll-out of 3G/4G networks nationwide; 

 Capitalizing on the mobile broadband opportunity; 

 Maintaining a high level of operational efficiency; 

 Deliver convergent offerings: mobile as part of 4-Play bundles; and 

 Continued usage of Rostelecom`s backbone and backhaul. 

 
In December 2013 Rostelecom`s Board of Directors approved the creation of a JV and the 
contribution of Rostelecom’s mobile assets into a joint venture with Tele2 Russia. Rostelecom 
subsequently signed a framework agreement with Tele2 Russia that will see the integration of 
the two parties’ mobile assets, which will see Rostelecom transfer assets equal to an enterprise 
value of approximately US$3.5 billion to the JV. 
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The combination will bring substantial benefits to both parties, as well as to consumers and the 
entire Russian telecom sector. The JV plans to undertake significant investments in the 
development of 3G/LTE network as well as in innovative and high-quality mobile services. 
 
The combined mobile assets will allow the JV to capture the imminent data growth opportunity 
in the Russian telecoms market by capitalising on Tele2 Russia’s know-how of the market and 
its impressive track record in developing mobile operations, as well as on the breadth of 
Rostelecom’s next-generation spectrum holdings. 
 
The JV will command superior cash flow generation potential, to the extent that the 
combination is expected to generate significant synergies over the medium term, particularly 
with respect to network roll-out and operation, distribution and customer service. 
 
Rostelecom’s contribution to the JV will be implemented in two stages. As a result of 
completing the first stage of the deal, Rostelecom contributed the shares of its mobile 
subsidiaries to the JV, including CJSC Sky Link, as well as the assets of its start-up regions which 
include Moscow and St Petersburg among other regions. Rostelecom is also simultaneously 
transferring its debt obligations, which amount to RUB 37 billion, to the JV. At the time of 
closing the first stage of the deal to form the JV, Rostelecom received a 45% voting interest and 
a 26% economic interest in the JV. 
 
During the second stage, Rostelecom will spin off its integrated mobile businesses into its new 
wholly owned subsidiary CJSC RT-Mobile, to which Rostelecom’s mobile licenses (including the 
LTE licenses) will be re-issued to. Upon the completion of the spin-off, Rostelecom will 
contribute its whole stake in CJSC RT-Mobile into the JV and increase its economic interest to 
45%. 
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Transaction structure 

 

Reorganization to spin-off integrated mobile assets 

The second stage of the JV process sees Rostelecom contribute its integrated mobile businesses 
and integrated licenses (including LTE) to the JV, subject to an internal reorganisation which is 
required to effect the transfer. 

As part of the reorganization process the following key steps have been made: 

 Extraordinary Shareholders Meeting (EGM): the EGM that took place on 30 December, 
the Company‘s shareholders voted to approve the Company’s reorganisation in the 
form of spinning off its mobile assets (including telecommunications equipment and 
intellectual property rights), into its subsidiary company, CJSC RT-Mobile. 

 Obligatory buyback: during share buyout which took place as part of the Company’s 
reorganisation, Rostelecom acquired 6.1% of its own ordinary shares and 13.7% of its 
preferred shares. 

 The registration of CJSC RT-Mobile with the Russian Tax authority: CJSC RT-Mobile, the 
Company’s wholly-owned subsidiary, was registered at the Official Single Register of 
Legal Entities on April 1, 2014. 

 
The Company still has a number of significant steps to accomplish before licenses are reissued 
and RT-Mobile is transferred into the JV. After the spin-off has been completed, it is assumed 
that Rostelecom will integrate 100% of RT-Mobile’s shares into the share capital of the JV. 


